This article describes the integration of the LSD (Logic for Structure Determination) and SISTEMAT expert systems that were both designed for the computer-assisted structure elucidation of small organic molecules. A first step has been achieved towards the linking of the SISTEMAT database with the LSD structure generator. The skeletal descriptions found by the SISTEMAT programs are now easily transferred to LSD as substructural constraints. Examples of the synergy between these expert systems are given for recently reported natural products.
The discovery of new natural products has been a challenge for chemists for more than a century. The structure elucidation of a new compound was a hard task that could last from days to months, especially if the substance belonged to a still unknown chemical family. In the 1960's, the availability of 60 MHz NMR spectrometers simplified the task. Aromatic compounds such as flavonoids, xanthones, pyrones and some simple alkaloid types were the first to benefit from this new spectroscopy. As the hardware technology improved during the 1960-1980 period, other classes of aliphatic compounds were studied by NMR, such as terpenoids and sugars. Several factors led to the increase of NMR characterized organic compounds and to the creation of wide collections of the corresponding spectral data: improved sensitivity of NMR spectrometers, lowering of their price, availability of low-cost computers, and advances of software technology.
The computer programs that are specifically written to solve structures are named CASE (Computer Assisted Structural Elucidation) systems; they were recently reviewed by Jaspars [1] , Steinbeck [2] and Elyashberg [3] . The book by Gray [4] in 1986 deals with the first generation of CASE systems but still provides the basics of the field. This article does not compare or review the main CASE systems, but citations and comments appear about specific aspects of some CASE systems.
This paper deals with two CASE systems, SISTEMAT and LSD, that were developed with radically different approaches. The goal is to show through examples how their differences make them complementary, and more precisely how the structural constraints obtained from SISTEMAT can reduce the work and the number of solutions that are provided by the LSD structure generator.
The structure generation engine in LSD [5] [6] [7] [8] is based on the building of carbon-carbon and carbonheteroatom bonds from 2D COSY, HMBC and HSQC correlation NMR spectra. Structural constraints, other than those present in chemical shift correlation spectra, may be provided by the user in order to guide the structure generator, such as the list of the carbons that are linked to heteroatoms or to quaternary carbons. These lists are generally deduced from a simple analysis of the 1D NMR spectra and rely on the user's knowledge of chemical shift and spin-spin coupling pattern rules. An input file for LSD must provide the multiplicity and hybridization state of all heavy (nonhydrogen) atoms. The manual of LSD can be downloaded from its website [9,10], as well as its source code and executable files for Windows and MacOS computers.
LSD does not include knowledge of the relationship between chemical structures and NMR chemical shifts.
This may be seen as a weakness, as chemical shift values contain a great deal of structural information. However, this is also a strength, because chemical shifts may be misleading under some circumstances. The absence of a chemical shift constraint often causes LSD to propose a large solution set to a given structure. This set can be reduced by filtering out structures that do not comply with a priori substructural requirements that may be inferred from the origin of the unknown molecule. Substructure descriptions do not need to be present in LSD input files but might be in a separate file and retrieved using substructure names such as "PINANE". Several substructural constraints can be combined at any complexity level, allowing the user to accept the presence of some substructures and rejecting others.
A knowledge base named SISTEMAT developed in Brazil [11] [12] [13] [14] , has the goal of grouping structural, spectroscopic and botanical data of natural products for structure elucidation purposes. SISTEMAT contains many routines for database management and to answer user queries.
Two types of structural constraints are inferred from SISTEMAT: assigned substructures and skeleton types. The former is a set of connected atoms well-identified 13 C NMR chemical shifts; the latter is only a set of atoms and bonds. These constraints are provided by the system after analysis of the 13 C NMR DEPT spectra. The skeleton type can also be inferred by analysis of the botanical origin of the compound. The SISTEMAT database includes about 12000 13 C NMR spectra and 50000 botanical occurrences.
Several routines in SISTEMAT were integrated to form a system named PESQUISA (Figure 1 ). Its main function is to indicate the possible skeletons (with or without NMR assignments) of an unknown molecule. Multiple proposals are possible and are given a likelihood ranking index. The PESQUISA input consists of the 1 H NMR, 13 C NMR and MS spectra of a compound, as well as its botanical origin. PESQUISA provides the probability that the data matches a skeletal type. The global probability of each skeleton is calculated as a weighted sum of the probabilities provided by the individual routines and sorted in decreasing order. The skeleton search heuristics are based on six programs, four of which programs use 13 C NMR data [12, 15] .
The H1MACH, C13MACH and MASMACH routines are spectral similarity searches. These programs were described in detail [11, 12] as was the process to skeleton prediction. The SISOCBOT program [16] use the organism source data based on the systematic classification to predict the skeleton probability. From the family and genus names of the respective organism (plants, marine organisms, fungus, etc.) this program searches for the number of occurrences of a specific skeleton in the family and genus of the species in question. Thus, it predicts the probability of finding a specific carbon skeleton in the selected taxon.
A more sophisticated 13 C NMR based skeleton identification system relies on disfunctionalization by the REGRAS program ( Figure 1 ), which identifies common functional groups in a molecule by simple chemical shift rules and generates its skeleton by transforming the functional groups into their corresponding saturated carbon atoms. For example, the quaternary carbon of a ketone group at δ 210.0 is transformed into a methylene group. Using the number of methyl, methylene, methine and quaternary saturated carbon groups for a reduced (disfunctionalized) molecule, the program scans a database containing this information for all the skeletons of a determined chemical class to suggesting the probable skeletons of a substance [12, 13, 15] .
The most powerful search routine in PESQUISA is SISCONST [14] , which gives a highly accurate skeleton prediction by scanning the SISTEMAT database to find sets of connected carbon atoms for which the chemical shift list matches a subset of the chemical shift list of the searched molecule [12] [13] [14] . This approach requires a DEPT 13 C NMR data and constitutes the core of the early CASE systems and also provides powerful constraints in modern 2D NMR based CASE systems.
Another important routine in PESQUISA is MACRONO [17] . A macrono is a group of atoms, such as acetate, angelate or a sugar unit, that is attached by oxygen atom to the main skeleton in various natural compounds, and is handled in SISTEMAT as a "superatom" [18] . An extensive list of "macronos" present in the PESQUISA is provided in the literature [17] . A structure search in PESQUISA starts with the macrono identification and the elimination of the corresponding 13 C NMR signals.
An example of MACRONO handling with a secoiridoid isolated from Fraxinus oxycarba (Oleaceae) [19] is given below. This compound ( Figure 2 ) has a 7,8secoiridane skeleton (atoms in bold) and the structure was not stored in the database. Most of its carbon atoms belong to substituent groups. The PESQUISA analysis was carried out using the botanical origin of the compound and its 13 C and 1 H NMR data. The result found by PESQUISA is shown in Table 1 .
Before LSD version 3.1.5, it was possible to define only one substructural constraint. The atoms and bonds defining it had to be coded in the same file as the COSY, HSQC and HMBC data. The recent versions support input file commands to fetch substructures from a given directory and to logically combine them in complex substructure queries. For example, it is possible to retain as solutions only molecules that contain a four-membered ring and not a threemembered ring. The substructure matching tool uses a library of natural compound skeletons in order to use the SISTEMAT output. A substructure is a collection of chemically bonded atoms that can either be a given chemical element or any sp 2 , sp 3 or unknown hybridization state and a primary, secondary, tertiary or quaternary atom or any combination of these possibilities. The skeletons [9] are grouped in a text file, each line of which describes a skeleton, its name and its SISTEMAT code. A coded substructure, or vector, is a character string whose format is reported in [20] . A decoder, named vec2ab, expands SISTEMAT vectors into LSD-encoded substructure files and generates a Most CASE systems have a module that ranks the produced structures in the order of decreasing likelihood [3] . Structure ranking is based on comparison between predicted and experimental chemical and/or physical properties. Among these, the 13 C NMR chemical shifts of a molecule constitute the most useful. Several prediction methods for 13 C NMR spectral data have appeared in the recent literature [21] . The most powerful are based on artificial neural networks or on searching for similar spectra in large commercial spectral databases [22] , such as ACD/Labs. Prediction by similarity search relies on the analysis of a large spectrum collection. The environment, or focus, of each carbon atom in each structure is divided into levels named shells, such as alpha, beta, gamma and delta for atoms that lie one, two, three of four bonds away from the focus. The precursors of such descriptors can be found in the DENDRAL [18] and DARC [23] systems. Supervised artificial neural nets also have an input that describes the resonating atom and are able to accurately predict the 13 C NMR spectrum of complex natural products such as taxol [24] .
A new prediction program based on a 3D codification scheme is briefly described below. It was developed recently [25, 26] based on a set of 1000 steroidal molecules from the SISTEMAT database. The molecules were subjected to geometry optimization by means of a semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations method, namely AM1 (Austin Model 1) [27, 28] with the root mean square (RMS) gradient value of 0.001 kcal/mol as the termination condition. These molecular modeling computations were performed with the HyperChem software [29] . Each focus, considered as being at the center of a sphere, is described by the chemical element associated with the distance to the center of all atoms that are located inside the sphere. The default value of the sphere radius can be selected by the user and for this work was set to 5Ǻ. A compound that was not included in the database can have its spectrum predicted by searching for each carbon with a similar focus in the database. Using this program, 8500 different foci for 1000 steroid molecules have been created. Extension of this approach to other natural product classes is possible, so that the FOCUS predictor module can select the most likely structure among an LSD generated structures set.
The complementarity of the SISTEMAT and LSD approaches to structure elucidation is exemplified by the processing of recently published spectral data of natural products. In some cases, the 2D COSY and HMBC NMR data were exhaustively reported by the authors, while they were incomplete in others. The latter cases offered a way to test the ability of SISTEMAT to provide useful supplementary structural constraints to LSD. The LSD input files of all the presented examples are available from the LSD web site [10] .
The data files contain the atom status description (chemical element, hybridization state, number of attached H atoms), the HSQC or HMQC, HMBC and, when possible, the COSY spectral data, as well as atom neighborhood constraints. The latter include the bonding of carbon atoms with exactly one or two sp 3 or sp 2 oxygen atoms according to 13 C chemical shift values. Moreover a shielded methyl group is considered to be bonded to a quaternary (resp. tertiary and secondary) carbon if its 1 H NMR signal is a singlet (resp. a doublet and a triplet). An aromatic CH group is also considered to be surrounded by two quaternary carbons if the 1 H NMR signals appears as a singlet or as a narrow doublet (J < 3Hz). Bonds from SISCONST and skeleton information from PESQUISA are added when possible or necessary. For each example file, the number of produced solutions is reported. By default, LSD considers that isomorphic structures (same molecule but different 13 C NMR spectral assignments) constitute a single solution. This default behavior can be changed by means of the DUPL LSD input file commands.
Example 1 is xylocarpin A (Figure 3 ) isolated from Xylocarpus granatum (Meliaceae) [30] . A methoxy and an angelate moiety were easily detected by the MACRONO routine, thus leaving a C 26 molecule to be analyzed by PESQUISA. The latter, using the SISCONST, C13MACH, SISOCBOT and REGRAS modules, proposes a list of 16 skeletons and their related occurrence probabilities. The mexicanolide skeleton ( Figure 3 ) was ranked as being the most likely. REGRAS and SISOCBOT contribute very strongly to this result while the other modules do not significantly favor a particular skeleton type.
The LSD data set of xylocarpin A was built without taking into account pre-identified fragments such as solutions to 2, as proposed in the publication (benzof3.lsd). The remaining solutions are the two ketoenol tautomers of the diketone at C-1 and C-3.
The third example used to exemplify the systems is Lophirone M, a biflavonoid ( Figure 5 ) isolated from Lophira alata (Ochnaceae) [32] . SISTEMAT quickly identified the substance as a dimeric flavonoid with two different units, a flavone and a flavanone. The usual atom neighborhood restraints, including the presence of six isolated aromatic CH groups led to 370 solutions (flavon1.lsd). Imposing the presence of a single flavane substructure ( Figure 5 ) reduced the number of structures to 41 (flavon2.lsd). When a second flavane unit was imposed, LSD only produced the correct solution (flavon3.lsd). The next example is N-acetylpachypodanthine, an aporphinic alkaloid ( Figure 6 ) from Pachypodanthium confine (Annonaceae) [33] . The PESQUISA program predicted with 39% probability the presence of the aporphinic alkaloid while other skeletons were proposed with less than 5% probability. The SISCONST program gives a large substructure ( Figure 6 ) with assigned resonances. [34]. The glucose units, identified by the MACRONO routine were replaced by fictitious methyl groups at positions 32 and 33. The connections between the aglycone and the sugars were reintroduced by means of the HMBC correlations of H-1 with C-32 and of H-11 with C-33. The 2D NMR data and the usual atom neighborhood constraints lead LSD to 4 solutions structures (bisiridoid1.lsd). PESQUISA also indicated the presence of an iridoid skeleton with high probability.
Introducing the presence of one iridane (bisiridoid2.lsd) and of two iridane (bisiridoid3.lsd) skeletons as constraints did not reduce the number of solutions. A closer look reveals that the 2D NMR data led to the carbon skeleton of the two monomeric units. The lack of relevant HMBC correlations forced LSD to explore all the ways to connect the oxygens at positions 7 and 8 with those at positions 17 and 20. The partial search mode in LSD provides incomplete structures that can be completed by pairing the remaining atom positions that are still free for bond formation. Running the bisiridoid problem in partial mode (bisiridoid4.lsd) provides a partial solution with two unbonded fragments that both fit with the iridane skeleton.
A sesquiterpene lactone, 8α-O-(4-acetoxy-5hydroxyangeloyl)-11β,13-dihydrocnicin (Figure 8 , left) isolated from Centaurea pullata (Asteraceae) was used as the sixth example for which LSD and SISTEMAT successfully cooperate [35] . The studied compound provides a typical case in which the MACRONO routine shrinks the combinatorial analysis, here by downsizing a C 22 H 30 O 8 problem to a C 15 H 22 O 4 problem. A set of seven carbons was easily identified by MACRONO, and its attachment as the side chain at C-8 was confirmed by an HMBC correlation between the carboxyl carbon and the proton at H-8.
The PESQUISA program indicated with high probability (> 97%, based on SISCONST only) that the compound is a germacranolide with two probable substructures (Figure 8, right) . With these fragments, a probable solution can be inferred in two ways: by simple overlapping of substructures or by allowing LSD to use the HMBC data. With the last alternative, LSD gave 3 solutions (file sequi1.lsd) without the skeleton constraint or a single one when this constraint is introduced (sesqui2.lsd). This example revealed the limits of a purely 13 C NMR based approach to structure elucidation. The studied compound has six sp 2 carbon atoms with chemical shifts that are grouped into two narrow intervals: C-3' (δ 140.4) and C-4 (δ 142.9) for the first group and C-5 (δ 128.7), C-1 (δ 129.3), C-2' (δ 131.5) and C-10 (δ 132.6) for the second group. Because MACRONO relies on literature chemical shift values [35] , a wrong assignment of C-2' and C-3' by MACRONO would result in an incorrect list of chemical shifts for the 15 remaining skeletal carbon atoms. Moreover, a detailed analysis of literature data showed that assignments are not always consistent: C-10 in the germacranolide (Figure 8 ) was assigned at δ 132.6 (in CDCl 3 [35] ) and at δ 139.6 (in acetone-d 6 [36, 37] ). Such chemical shift variations introduce assignment errors in SISTEMAT, but do not prevent it from proposing correct molecular fragments. The recourse to 2D NMR data greatly reduces the occurrence of misinterpretation. The seventh and final example is the structure elucidation of schleicherastatin A (Figure 9 ), a steroid isolated from Schleichera oleosa (Sapindaceae) [38] . The HMBC data set is very accurately reported and LSD produces a single solution without PESQUISA assistance (steroid.lsd). However, this molecule is not registered in SISTEMAT and was used as a test for 13 C NMR prediction in steroids. Its stereochemistry was defined through the fragments proposed by the SISCONST program. After the optimization of the molecule's 3D coordinates by the HyperChem software, the structure was inserted in the 13 C NMR data prediction module of SISTEMAT (Table 2 ). In order to evaluate the quality of the prediction, the resulting chemical shifts were compared with those produced for the same compound by other programs, such as the NMRShiftDB freeware [39] and by commercial programs such as ACD 13 C NMR predictor [22] and JAGUAR ab initio computation [40] . Analysis of the data in Table 2 reveals that the FOCUS predictor exhibits the smallest errors in 13 C NMR chemical shifts prediction, taking advantage of its focus on steroidal compounds. The FOCUS prediction protocol was also applied to the 7α-OMe-22α-OH, 7β-OMe-22β-OH and 7α-OMe-22β-OH stereoisomers, leading to RMS deviations of 1.91, 0.81 and 1.94 ppm, respectively. All these error values are greater than 0.31, which was obtained for the natural 7β-OMe-22α-OH compound.
These examples demonstrate that the SISTEMAT derived constraints reduce the size of the solution search space and make it possible to solve problems for which 2D NMR data quality is poor thus leading LSD to propose a single solution. Although SISTEMAT is an academic system with a comparatively small database, it contains a largely diversified collection of natural products linked to their spectroscopic data, skeleton connectivity matrix and botanical origin. The simultaneous presence of these three features is original in the field and greatly enhances the structure determination capabilities of SISTEMAT. The recent review by Elyashberg and coworkers [3] points out that the lack of high quality 2D NMR data is the main obstacle to the use of CASE systems. The knowledge of skeletal types in SISTEMAT partially compensates for the lack of NMR-derived carbon-carbon connectivity. Information about the carbon skeleton, based on 1 H NMR, 13 C NMR and botanical origin , offers a very efficient way to reduce the combinatorial explosion of 2D NMR-based structure generators. Recent improvements of LSD/SISTEMAT are the ability of the LSD generator to understand the SISTEMAT substructure codification and a first approach to configuration analysis by means of the FOCUS predictor.
